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Abstract. A rapidly increasing amount of data, information and knowl-
edge is becoming available on the Web, often written in different formats
and languages, adhering to standardizations driven by the World Wide
Web Consortium initiative. Taking advantage of all this heterogeneous
knowledge requires its integration for more sophisticated reasoning ser-
vices and applications. To fully leverage the potential of such systems,
their inferences should be accompanied by justifications that allow a
user to understand a proposed decision/recommendation, in particular
for critical systems (healthcare, law, finances, etc.). However, determin-
ing such justifications has commonly only been considered for a single
formalism, such as relational databases, description logic ontologies, or
declarative rule languages. In this paper, we give an overview on the first
approach for providing provenance for heterogeneous knowledge bases
building on the general framework of multi-context systems, as an ab-
stract, but very expressive formalism to represent knowledge bases writ-
ten in different formalisms and the flow of information between them.
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1 Introduction

A rapidly increasing amount of data, information and knowledge is becoming
available on the Web, driven by the Semantic Web initiative led by the World
Wide Web Consortium (W3C).1 A number of language standards have been
established in this initiative and to take advantage of all this available knowledge
often requires their integration. This is particularly true for (but not limited to)
integrations of rule languages, e.g., under answer set semantics [4] and ontology
languages based on description logics [1], that are both highly expressive, but
with orthogonal/complementary characteristics and modelling features (see, e.g.,
[11, 22, 18, 12, 21] and references therein).

However, in the course of the integration of such heterogeneous knowledge, it
becomes increasingly difficult to trace the causes for a certain inference, or find

? This paper is an extended abstract of a conference publication [19].
1 https://www.w3.org/
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the justification for some proposed decision, in particular, if the pieces of knowl-
edge originate from different authors. It would thus be important to provide
methods that accompany inferences/decisions with explanations/justifications
in a way a user can understand to allow for the validation of reasoning results,
in particular for critical systems (healthcare, law, finances, etc.).

This has been recognized in different areas of Artificial Intelligence, and for
several Knowledge Representation and Reasoning formalisms, the problem of
finding justifications has been considered. In particular, a lot of work has focussed
on tracing the origins of derivations, commonly under the name of provenance [5],
e.g., in relational databases and Datalog [15, 16], Logic Programming [8], Answer
Set Programming [13], Description Logics ontology languages [17, 6, 2], as well
as in SPARQL [7] and data streams [14]. Yet, provenance for heterogeneous
knowledge bases has mostly been ignored, with the exception of [9], though
limited to two very restricted settings.

In this paper, we overview research results on justifications in terms of
provenance for heterogeneous knowledge bases, utilising multi-context systems
(MCSs) [3] as our formalism of choice. MCSs allow for the integration of a large
variety of logic-based formalisms, and model the flow of information between
them. They cover very general approaches for integrating ontologies and rules
[20], thus allowing to study provenance in a more general manner, which then
paves the way towards provenance in related approaches in the literature. We
focus on providing justifications of inferences (the only question that has been
handled in the literature are explanations of inconsistencies when repairing in-
consistent multi-context systems [10], which is inherently different).

The contributions of our research can be summarized as follows:

– We develop the first general approach for provenance in heterogeneous knowl-
edge bases, and in multi-context systems in particular, annotating inferences
with their justifying provenance information.

– We provide means to compute this provenance information annotating mod-
els, so-called equilibria, in MCSs.

– We establish under which conditions this provenance information can indeed
be computed, showing its applicability to a wide class of formalisms.

Here, we overview the main ideas of the approach, leaving the details to the full
paper [19].

2 Provenance Multi-Context Systems

Multi-context systems (MCSs) [3] are defined as a collection of components,
so-called contexts, each of which allows one to represent knowledge in some
logic-based formalism. Each such logic is associated with a set of well-formed
knowledge bases in the logic (its admitted syntax), possible belief sets, indicat-
ing how models are defined in this logic (its admitted semantics), and a function
assigning to each possible knowledge base a set of acceptable such belief sets.
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MCSs use so-called bridge rules that allow one to model the flow of informa-
tion between these contexts, in the sense that they admit the incorporation of
knowledge in one context based on the beliefs considered true in other contexts.
The semantics of MCSs is then assigned using equilibria that take the acceptable
belief sets and the interaction between contexts into account.

Provenance multi-context systems extend MCSs with the means to explain
inferences obtained from the modular integration of its contexts. In the course
of this presentation, we assume that the reader is familiar with notions of prove-
nance semirings.

First, to be able to represent provenance, corresponding annotations need
to be defined. In our approach, the essential idea is to provide annotation lan-
guages for each context, together with means to construct annotations that take
the interaction between contexts into account. Based on a number of annotation
names Ni and binary operators Σi, this results in a number of annotation lan-
guages Vi and one particular language V∗, contained in all the others, which is
meant to correspond to the integration of information in bridge rules between
contexts. For the technical details, we refer to the extended paper.

Based on this, we can introduce provenance logics as a means to capture a
large variety of formalisms that allow tracing the reasons for inferences.

Definition 1. A provenance logic L is a tuple (K,KB,BS,ACC) where
(1) K is a commutative semiring over polynomials over some Vi with ⊕K,⊗K ∈

Σi, and a natural order �K;
(2) KB is the set of well-formed knowledge bases of L such that each kb ∈ KB

is a set composed of formulas distinctly annotated with elements from Vi;
(3) BS is the set of possible annotated belief sets, i.e., functions that map beliefs

from the set of possible beliefs BL of L to Vi, such that false beliefs are
mapped to 0K;

(4) ACC : KB→ 2BS is a function describing the semantics of L by assigning
to each knowledge base a set of acceptable annotated belief sets.

Note that the idea of possible belief sets from MCSs is extended in that sets of
annotated beliefs are used. I.e., rather than using sets of beliefs which are meant
to be true, sets of beliefs with their corresponding annotations are considered.
The function ACC then assigns semantics to knowledge bases by associating
them with acceptable annotated belief sets. Here, in the spirit of MCSs, we
focus on determining the provenance of true elements.

Example 1. We present some example provenance logics.
– Ldb – Databases with provenance under bag semantics [15]:
• Kdb: N[X];
• KBdb: the set of annotated databases together with queries expressed in

an appropriate query language, such as Datalog;
• BSdb: the set of sets of atoms with annotations;
• ACCdb(kb): the set of tuples in kb and query results over kb with their

annotation according to Kdb;
– Ldl – Description Logic ELHr [2]:
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• Kdl: Trio[X], i.e., N[X] with idempotent ×;
• KBdl: set of well-formed annotated ELHr ontologies;
• BSdl: the set of sets of annotated atomic inferences;
• ACCdl(kb): the set of atomic inferences from kb with their annotation

according to Kdl;
– Llp – Normal logic programs under answer set semantics (adapted from [8]):
• Klp: PosBool[X], i.e., N[X] with idempotent + and × and absorption

on +, over positive atoms;
• KBlp: the set of annotated normal logic programs;
• BSlp: the set of sets of atoms with annotations;
• ACClp(kb): the answer sets of kb with annotations according to Klp;

Similar to MCSs, bridge rules are used to specify how knowledge is transferred
between the different components.

Definition 2. Given a collection of provenance logics L = 〈L1, . . . , Ln〉, an Li-
bridge rule over L, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is of the form:

π@s← (r1 : p1), . . . , (rj : pj), (1)
not (rj+1 : pj+1), . . . ,not (rm : pm)

where π ∈ N∗ and, for 1 ≤ k ≤ m, 1 ≤ rk ≤ n and pk ∈ BLrk
, and, for each

kb ∈ KBi, kb ∪ {v@s} ∈ KBi for every v ∈ V∗.

Note that each of the rk refer to one of the logics and the beliefs pk belong
to the corresponding set of possible beliefs BLrk

of logic Lrk . Also note that
π is the annotation name of the bridge rule itself, whereas v is an annotation
variable associated to the bridge rule head s, intended to be incorporated into
the knowledge base kb.

With this in place, we can introduce provenance multi-context systems.

Definition 3. A provenance multi-context system (pMCS) is a collection of
contextsM = 〈C1, . . . , Cn〉 where Ci = (Li, kbi, br i), Li = (Ki,KBi,BSi,ACCi)
is a provenance logic, kbi ∈ KBi a knowledge base, and br i is a set of Li-bridge
rules over 〈L1, . . . , Ln〉.

We assume that the annotations used for the elements occurring in the individual
kbi are unique elements from Ni, and that each context uses a different set
of annotations Vi. Also, while different forms of specifying the annotations of
formulas can be found in the literature, here we use uniformly the notation
introduced for bridge rules, i.e., the annotation is given in front of a formula
with @ as separator.

Example 2. Consider M = 〈C1, C2, C3〉 such that:
– C1 is a database context with Ldb, kb = {d1@p(1, 1), d2@p(1, 2)} with a

single relation p(e, f) with two tuples, br1 = ∅, and query q defined by
q(x, y)← p(e, x), p(e, y);
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– C2 a DL context with Ldl, kb2 = {o1@A v B}, and
br2 = {b1@A(w)← not (3 : l)};

– C3 an ASP context with Llp, kb3 = {r1@l← not m, n}, and
br3 = {c1@n← (1 : q(1, 1)), c2@m← (2 : B(w))}.

As C1 has no bridge rules, we obtain ACCdb(kb1) = {S1} with S1(p(1, 1)) = d1,
S1(p(1, 2)) = d2, S1(q(1, 1)) = d21, S1(q(1, 2)) = S1(q(2, 1)) = d1 × d2, and
S1(q(2, 2)) = d22. For both kb2 and kb3, ACCi(kbi) = {Si} with Si mapping
every atomic inference/atom to 0 (as the bridge rules are not considered for the
semantics of individual contexts).

Regarding the semantics of pMCSs, belief states are used, i.e., collections
S = 〈S1, . . . , Sn〉 such that each Si is an element of BSi. Among them, spe-
cific belief states, called equilibria, exist that take bridge rules into account for
determining acceptable belief states, similar to MCSs. We adapt this with an-
notations building on the algebraic approach for non-monotonic rules [8] to pass
annotation information via bridge rules. The main idea is to use annotations
from V∗ assuming the existence of distinct negative names (using not ) in the
respective Ni, one per negated pk with j + 1 ≤ k ≤ m for bridge rules of the
form (1). This is necessary as we assume that false beliefs are annotated with
0K, thus no annotations exist for such negations.

Definition 4. The commutative semiring for bridge rules BR is defined as
PosBool[V∗], for ∧,∨ ∈ Σ∗, with idempotent meet (∧) and join (∨), absorp-
tion on ∨, and logical consequence as natural order, i.e., k1 �BR k2 iff k1 |= k2.

Based on this, we can formally define when bridge rules are applicable (when
their positive body elements are true and their negative body elements are false),
and how this can be used to determine equilibria, associating the corresponding
annotations to true beliefs. We refer for the details to the technical paper.

Example 3. Consider M from Ex. 2. Since C1 does not contain bridge rules, S1

is fully determined in Ex. 2. Then, by the first rule in br3, we have that S3(n) =
c1∧d21. If the other rule in br3 is not applicable, then S3(l) = r1×3(c1∧d21) holds.
In this case, the only bridge rule in br2 is not applicable, thus B(w) cannot be
inferred from C2 which ensures that the second rule in br3 is not applicable.
In fact, together with S2 mapping every atomic inference to 0, we obtain an
equilibrium.

In the extended paper, we then also show under which conditions and how
equilibria can be computed.
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